DR. DAGHLIAN GIVES
RESUME OF N. H. TRIP

Took Observations On Sun's Total Eclipse

In response to a request from the editor of the Vexx, I am glad to submit the following about the trip that I took to Center Conway, N. H., at the end of last August, to see the total solar eclipse and make some measurements of scientific interest.

The idea of this small eclipse expedition was suggested by the Astronomy Department and encouraged by President Blunt. The party consisted of Philip Daghlian and myself. We measured the exact times of the beginning and the ending of the totality of the eclipse. These times are different for different localities, but can be calculated accurately from data given in the Nautical Almanac, provided you know the exact latitude and longitude of the place. For Center Conway these times had been previously calculated and we tried to check them by actual observation of the field.

Center Conway was chosen because, in addition to the being on the center line of totality, being in the center of a lovely country, beautiful landscape, etc., we had the privilege of the use of part of the quarters of the Wesleyan University, provided you know the exact latitude and longitude of the place. For Center Conway these times had been previously calculated and we tried to check them by actual observation of the field.

The First Fall Retreat of the Connecticut College Student Voluntary group will be held here this weekend, October 19-20. There will be two representatives from each college in the Connecticut Valley present. After opening the evening, the Freson will be followed with lunch at Thanes Hall, the first session will be at two o'clock. At this meeting Mr. Fay and Dr. Daghlian will try to refresh the conference speaker, will lead the discussion.

On Wednesday morning, there will be a business meeting and at five o'clock, Vesper speakers will bring the conference to a close.

Three Connecticut Students Attend Eugenics Conference in New York

From the twenty-first to the thirty-second of August, three Connecticut representatives attended the Eugenics Conference at the Museum of Natural History in New York. Most of those who attended were eminent professors or scientists. Three colleges sent representatives: Wellsley, the University of Michigan, and Connecticut. Our representatives were Muriel Schlossberg '33, Elsie De Fong '33, and Edith Richman '33. These three students showed an exhibit of the Ethnic Survey which they took last year of the students of Connecticut College. All changes to be made in the Hemlocks have been finished, and the outdoor chapel and meeting place is now ready for use. The possibility of converting the theatre have been made and work on it will be started soon. This theatre is the gift of Frances Buck '32. Friends of the college have made gifts of several hundred dollars.

PRESSBOARD AT CONF.

The Second Annual Meeting of the New England Branches of the American College Publicity Association was held at Middlebury College, October 7th and 8th. Elsie Nelson '33, and Jean Penning '33, Editor and City Editor for Connecticut's Press Board were representatives from Connecticut College. Representatives from fifteen colleges were present at this meeting. Mr. Arthur W. Hewitt, the first speaker of the conference, gave a short talk Friday evening on "Sim of Type and Topic." Following this there was a general discussion and showing of moving pictures. Saturday morning Mr. John F. Haller, winner of the National Kodak prize, discussed photography as a means of publicity. Following this Mr. W. B. Forrester, Editor of Brandon Union, and former Associate Press correspondent gave a survey of the set-up of the Associated Press. The morning ended.

(Continued on page 4, column 5)

Dr. Daghlian at Center Conway, N. H.

"PRESSBOARD" AT CONF.

The Fall Retreat of the Connecticut College Student Voluntary group will be held here this weekend, October 19-20. There will be two representatives from each college in the Connecticut Valley present. After opening the evening, the Freson will be followed with lunch at Thanes Hall, the first session will be at two o'clock. At this meeting Mr. Fay and Dr. Daghlian will try to refresh the conference speaker, will lead the discussion.

On Saturday evening, service leader is giving an informal dance to which all the members of the conference are invited.

On Sunday afternoon, there will be a business meeting and at five o'clock, Vesper speakers will bring the conference to a close.

Three Connecticut Students Attend Eugenics Conference in New York

From the twenty-first to the thirty-second of August, three Connecticut representatives attended the Eugenics Conference at the Museum of Natural History in New York. Most of those who attended were eminent professors or scientists. Three colleges sent representatives: Wellesley, the University of Michigan, and Connecticut. Our representatives were Muriel Schlossberg '33, Elsie De Fong '33, and Edith Richman '33. These three students showed an exhibit of the Ethnic Survey which they took last year of the students of Connecticut College. All changes to be made in the Hemlocks have been finished, and the outdoor chapel and meeting place is now ready for use. The possibility of converting the theatre have been made and work on it will be started soon. This theatre is the gift of Frances Buck '32. Friends of the college have made gifts of several hundred dollars.

(Continued on page 4, column 5)

Arboretum at C. C. Attraction

Many Improvements Made

Under the direction of the Botany Department many improvements have been made in the Arboretum during the summer. Additions have been made to the Nursery so that there are now from 30 to 50 per cent of all the kinds of trees and shrubs that grow in the state. This project is being made to add to the collection with the hope that in two or three years, we may have the approximately 500 species that are found in Connecticut. All changes to be made in the Hemlocks have been finished, and the outdoor chapel and meeting place is now ready for use. The possibility of converting the theatre have been made and work on it will be started soon. This theatre is the gift of Frances Buck '32. Friends of the college have made gifts of several hundred dollars.

(Continued on page 4, column 5)
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PRICE FIVE CENTS

CONN. TO BE SCENE OF POLITICAL FRACAS

Forum To Sponsor Mock Campaign

Under the auspices of Forum a Mock Political Campaign is going to be carried on during the next few weeks. This will serve the double purpose of helping those who will be able to vote in the coming election and of giving those who cannot vote a chance to take a part in the election.

Though the program is still tentative, and therefore there may be a change in some of the speakers, the following schedule has been made out.

Monday, October 17 at 7 o'clock, meetings will be held to organize the different political clubs:

The Republican meeting in Blackstone Living Room.

The Democratic meeting in Plant Living Room.

The Socialist meeting in Brandford Living Room.

Wednesday, October 19, it is hoped to have Governor Cross here to speak on the Democratic situation.

Wednesday, October 26, Mrs. Crawford, Republican member of the State Legislature, will speak.

October 31, a Socialist rally will be held.

Wednesday, November 2, a small mass meeting will be held in the Gym for all parties, after which there will be a torch light parade.

Thursday, November 3, there will be voting all day.

Tuesday, November 8, the gym will be opened in the evening and returns of the election will be announced.

(Continued on page 4, column 5)

UNEMPLOYMENT CURRENT AMONG GERMAN STUDENTS

Miss Luckau Describes the Terrible Situation

There is one problem which is discussed more in Germany than its economic question and the resulting political difficulties, and that is unemployment. figures almost three and one-halflions between the ages of eighteen and twenty-five, who have never had work and who do not see any chance of ever using their energies. They no longer believe that there ever will be work in the future and consequently, they do not see any sense and goal in life and a philosophy of utter despair gradually has taken hold of them.

The depression has been growing since the world war ended, unemployment has been increas-although they were tried to check them by actual observation of the field.

The First Fall Retreat of the Connecticut College Student Voluntary group will be held here this weekend, October 19-20. There will be two representatives from each college in the Connecticut Valley present. After opening the evening, the Freson will be followed with lunch at Thanes Hall, the first session will be at two o'clock. At this meeting Mr. Fay and Dr. Daghlian will try to refresh the conference speaker, will lead the discussion.

On Saturday evening, service leader is giving an informal dance to which all the members of the conference are invited.

On Sunday afternoon, there will be a business meeting and at five o'clock, Vesper speakers will bring the conference to a close.

Three Connecticut Students Attend Eugenics Conference in New York

From the twenty-first to the thirty-second of August, three Connecticut representatives attended the Eugenics Conference at the Museum of Natural History in New York. Most of those who attended were eminent professors or scientists. Three colleges sent representatives: Wellesley, the University of Michigan, and Connecticut. Our representatives were Muriel Schlossberg '33, Elsie De Fong '33, and Edith Richman '33. These three students showed an exhibit of the Ethnic Survey which they took last year of the students of Connecticut College. All changes to be made in the Hemlocks have been finished, and the outdoor chapel and meeting place is now ready for use. The possibility of converting the theatre have been made and work on it will be started soon. This theatre is the gift of Frances Buck '32. Friends of the college have made gifts of several hundred dollars.

(Continued on page 4, column 5)

President Blunt Speaks of Convocations

President Blunt spoke at chapels on Tuesday morning about Convocation series for the year. As lecturers vary greatly, President Blunt urged the students not to become discouraged if they should hear a lecture which does not please them, but to continue to come to the Convocations. These Convocations are arranged for the pleasure of the students, the opportunity for making acquaintances, and of variety of movements in the world, the opportunity for knowing great people in international field, and the chance to know men who are doing great things.

President Blunt then spoke briefly on Tuesday's Convocation speaker, and in concluding urged the students to attend these for the mental stimulation and intellectual support. All this applies to Vesper speakers as well.

(Continued on page 4, column 5)
MUSIC AND ART

Music

It may be a matter of interest to those who have patronized the Victrola hour and to others who are interested in it, to know the results of last semester's experiment. The list of selections which were requested shows that orchestral music is the most popular. The four records most frequently played were Gershwin's American in Paris and Rhapsody in Blue, Debussy's Prelude to the Afternoon of a Faun, and Tchaikovsky's Sleeping Beauty Waltz.

Other orchestral numbers which were in demand were: the Falset Triude of Sibelius; Grieg's Peer Gynt Suite; Liszt's Les Preludes; Hungarian Rhapsody, No. 2; and Dance of the Gnomes; Graninger's Gwascner's March and Country Garden. The strung and strange numbers, namely: Tales from the Vienna Woods, Blue Danube, Wine, Woman, and Song; and Southern Rendezvous, Marche Slav and Romeo et Juliette Over-Tur. Of the symphonies were played Beethoven's Fifth, Schubert's Unfinished and Tchaikovsky's Fifth.

The opera was represented by the following selections: Largo al Factum from Rossini's Barber of Seville; the overtures to Don Quixote, Di Vinci's Lucia di Lammermoor, the Prologue to I pagliacci by Leoncavallo; the Introduction to the Treitorou, Chanson du Torcador from Bizet's Carmen, and others.

That the old masters were not entirely overshadowed by more recent composers is shown by requests for My Heart Ever Faithful, Organ Pagan in D, Suite in B Flat by Bach; Mass, all by Bach; Beethoven's Leonore Overture, Moonlight Sonata, and Adagio; Caro Mio Ben by G. F. Handel; Gregorian High Mass; and the Harmonious Blacksmith, Organ Concerto, G minor, and Sound an Alarm from today's Favorite Habanera. The songs played included: Bohm's Calm as the Night, Bullard's Stein Song, Brahms's Saphire Ode, Damrosch's Danny Deer, De Koven's Brown October Arle, Salve's Song by Grieg, MacDowell's Thy Beaing Eyes, Martin's Come to the Fair, Woodforde's Findlem's Kashmiri Song, and Temple Bells, and Sullivan's Lost Chord.

It is interesting to note in the foregoing list the variety of selections which have been requested. Nearly all of the Victrola hour was first established and played in some afternoon and added to this year's list.

Room 7, Plant basement, will also be open on Friday mornings.

Mr. Winslow Ames, Director of the Lyman Allyn Museum, will speak at the President's chapel Tuesday, October 18th.

LIZZIE

Dear Lizzy:

Sure was nice to see you at that Senior-Sophomore-Junior Freshman party. In my private opinion there were more upper-classmen there than Freshmen, there but I suppose the Frosh were "privileged to cut" their own party if they wanted to. Sure thing! But as I was saying, that was a swell party, was sorta suspicious of the chocolate cake for I was kinda wondering as to what the chocolate was coverd up but I guess anyhow it was all right. My, but I must take ballet dancing. It is so graceful and beautiful. I'm going to take singing lessons too, or maybe on second thought I wouldn't have to do to sing at all. I can see now that there was a swell orchestra, only what they lacked was the good old tom-tom. Say, my gosh, gee whiz, did you see the crash the other night right on our own campus too? Boy, oh boy, that was a thrill. Only the trouble was that with all of us at the Cabaret I guess the people didn't even have an audience except the cops and what an audience to tell at troubles to! and what I want to know is, did the mail go out? Didn't it? How long as the movie truck had to be rather towed away, and it didn't when it did? if you get what I mean? But no doubt there was the melody of those sturdy, reliable individuals—and they say "you can't keep a good man down," so that's all right and now I won't have to wait more than the usual three weeks before hearing from that box. And Service League next week?

I am ever glad that Freshman initiation is over, for every time I looked at one of them I thought how wonderful the next time is really going to be. And I'm just thinking of the deal old dentist. It just made the shivers—azzzzz—drill right into me. Well, I always wonder what a false front was. Nothing like spreading oneself on the map, you know, ole kid, any kid.

Well, I must be tooting along, but what I want to know before I go is, what is to be the name of that moving picture Mr. Kinsey is taking, and will he charge admission, and when is it to be released? And is he going to keep that up all year, or can we sink back into our former repose? Maybe he's going to take pictures of us taking his "spring" quizzes next time, only I hope it isn't too soon, gosh yes. I just thought of a title for his picture: "The C. C. Maugersand's Life." Tootle-oo, ole thing.

From 11 to 12 so that those who so desire may use the radio to hear the broadcast Music Appreciation Hour.

(Continued on page 4, column 2)

FREE SPEECH

(The Editors of the News do not hold back advertisements of the opinions expressed in this column. In order to do so, they would have to go out of business and all of the patrons would have to know that the opinions expressed are those of the paper and not of the writers.)

Dear Editor:

After spending a great deal of time in futilely searching out as-

s, the library, I feel that I am not going to voice a criti-
cism of the practice of some of our professors. I am no zealot, yet even I schedule my work in such a way as to complete all out-
side reading at a certain time. When I go to the library, I ex-
pect that the book or the book on the reserved shelf or else to learn that someone has arrived before me. The latter situation cannot be avoided but the former situa-
tion should hold true. Time and again, on having asked for books on the reserved shelf, the libra-

ry, takes her head and tells me that the book is not in the li-

brary or not on the reserve shelf.

Whose fault is it? The blame is placed more or less on the fac-
tility. If we are to read required assignments in the library, the professor first should make sure that the book is in the library and secondly should put the book on the reserve shelf. We all en-
joy a vacation from assignments but not we expect to pay for it in the end. 

Dear Editor:

We who find it necessary to spend a great deal of time in the library in serious study have found that it is silly to be annoyed. Is there any reason why after-

1:30 p.m. sessions must be held there?

One supposedly goes to the Li-

brary only for the purpose of in-
tensive research, or for quiet in-

which to do a hard assignment.

People scanning, looking, laugh-

ing and talking, rattling candy-

papars, and telling funny stories are not conducive to one's work.

Those of us who are so unfor-

tunate as to have to write term papers would appreciate it very much if the librarians would know their "noisy hour" to the dormi-

itories or to the "wide open spaces".

One can repeat the same appeal for less noise in the reading-

aries and in other places where com-

position is at present, is the general rule.

C. C. TO BE ECONOMICAL

Due to the present financial condition of the college, it has been deemed wise to enforce all economical measures possible. One of the most wasteful activities annually in the college is the extravagant use of electricity. By being a bit more careful in regard to the use of such convenience lights, students can actually save money for the college. Often, when college functions are taking place, and the majority of students attending, contrary to frequent ad-
mongers, lights are left burning for the entire time of absence. Such measures have been brought up at all house meetings lately.

Dear Editor:

When the time comes for trying-out new people for the News we always find ourselves confronted with the same problem—that of lack of knowledge of journalistic work. This is not necessarily true of all who would be "beepers," for many of those interested have had previous experience in business or editorial capacity on preparatory school papers; it is true however, of a good many of them. In such a case, what is to be done? Rather than let them get along the best we can, we prefer to help all of them as much as possible, depending upon experience for our information. Yet, how much has our own experience taught us, and how much are we depending on it? I don't know whether we are all those interested in journalism, but we have neither the time nor the knowledge to help them to any great degree. We can, and do, instruct would-be reporters how to write articles suitable for the News, but we do not feel ourselves qualified to give instruction pertaining to jour-
nalism in general, rather than to a college newspaper work in particular.

What is needed for such people interested in journalism is a course included in the college curriculum, and dealing with newspaper work. Every year there are new students who wish either to learn how to do newspaper writing, or to discover if their interests really lie in that line. What have they of fulfilling their desires, other than through the channels of our paper, where is not sufficient time for the experience and instruction they desire? Not that work on a college paper does not give valuable information and experience, but rather that there are not facilities for all. A paper of this size must of necessity be limited in its number of members. The answer to this problem would be found in a course in journalism given under the directions of one old in experience in the newspaper world. The News is practically independent, as far as doing the actual work on each edition. Where did we gain our knowledge of how to run it? From former experience, from instructions handed down by word of mouth, from actual working experience. Under such conditions is it not likely that the day there will be a lack of students interested in, and experienced in newspaper work, to carry on? Such a statement does seem improbable, yet it is possible. Why not be prepared for all emergencies, why not provide and only paper, this representative organ of our college, with the best possible material and instruction? Why shouldn't we have here at college a course in journalism for the benefit of all interested in any way in it, and for the general benefit of the college as a whole by ensuring through such a course, well trained future editors? This is not a question of the moment, but an ever present question. Why shouldn't something be done about it?
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Behaviorism and majors.
Sound advice about courses and conduct.
Classmates dropped by the way-side.

Miles of smiles and handshakes.
Ethics—and former seniors undertaking
The state of matrimony or graduate work.
Practice teaching and routine
Suddenly sacred because it's all over.
Caps and Gowns,
The weight of college on slender shoulders.

— and raw tobaccos
have no place in cigarettes

They are not present in Luckies... the mildest cigarette you ever smoked

We buy the finest, the very finest tobaccos in all the world—but that does not explain why folks everywhere regard Lucky Strike as the mildest cigarette. The fact is, we never overlook the truth that "Nature in the Raw is Seldom Mild"—so these fine tobaccos, after proper aging and mellowing, are then given the benefit of that Lucky Strike purifying process, described by the words—"It's toasted". That's why folks in every city, town and hamlet say that Luckies are such mild cigarettes.

"It's toasted"
That package of mild Luckies

"If a man write a better book, preach a better sermon, or make a better mouse-trap than his neighbor, who should be ashamed of his height?"—RALPH WALDO EMERSON.

Dorothy Wheeler '33, has announced her engagement to Earle Spaulding.

CLUB COLUMN

GERMAN CLUB

German Club meetings are always fun. If you are not sure of it, come and see for yourself. If you are sure, you will want to come anyway. It will hold its first meeting on Monday evening, October 17th, at 7:30 o'clock. The program is to be a complete surprise to everyone except the committee. (But it is noised about among the freshmen themselves and between the members of the two classes.

College men at the University of Nebraska are reported by The Orange and White to have at their disposal a course in the selection of clothing. The course includes instructions on what to wear and when to wear it, suggestions on colors and designs for different types of men, and the methods of determining good and poor material. We know plenty of men who ought to take it!

The Wilson Billboard prints these impressionistic lines by a member of the class of '34:

"It's toasted"... the mildest cigarette. The fact is, we never overlook the truth that "Nature in the Raw is Seldom Mild"—so these fine tobaccos, after proper aging and mellowing, are then given the benefit of that Lucky Strike purifying process, described by the words—"It's toasted". That's why folks in every city, town and hamlet say that Luckies are such mild cigarettes.

"It's toasted"
That package of mild Luckies

"If a man write a better book, preach a better sermon, or make a better mouse-trap than his neighbor, who should be ashamed of his height?"—RALPH WALDO EMERSON.

Dorothy Wheeler '33, has announced her engagement to Earle Spaulding.
SPORTS

About thirty girls took advantage of the fine fall weather and the carefully planned program, and enjoyed a day at Lantern Hill, Sunday, October eighth. Two trucks filled with hay provided transportation. In spite of the fact that it was crowded and many legs fell asleep, the hay ride was greatly enjoyed as indicated by the musical inclinations of the passengers. Arriving at Lantern Hill at about half past eleven, all but the cooks and fire builders climbed the mountains before dinner and enjoyed the view from this vantage point. Unfortunately it was not clear enough to see the sound, but the autumn coloring provided beautiful scenery. The appetites of the mountain climbers were appeased with hambergers and rolls, and all the other picnic accessories. After lunch everyone did what she pleased until about two-thirty when the trucks left for home. The outing was voted a complete success. C. C. O. C. board was glad to see so many girls not particularly interested in physical education department, and the student body, and considered and discussed among themselves, the student body, and the physical education department, came to a decision on the matter of organizing clubs in the various sports, at a meeting, Friday, October sixth. It was decided to try out the club idea in hockey and probably riding this fall. If this proves successful, clubs will be further developed in subsequent seasons. However, council thought it best to begin conservatively rather than to make any radical changes. Any one is eligible to join a club if she has a two-point average. This will allow people to play hockey who are not taking the sport for credit. A. A. points will be awarded; teams being picked on an honorary basis. Only those taking the sport for credit and having a B minus posture will receive points, however. It is hoped that this change will be enthusiastically received and that a large number will turn out for the clubs.

The Bates tennis tournament has been slowed up by weather conditions, but quite a few competitors have played their first round. Everyone is being asked to play off her matches as soon as possible so that the major part of the tournament will not have to be played in the cold weather.

Hiking and campcraft, a new activity offered this fall by the physical education department, is proving very interesting and successful. It has an appeal for girls not particularly interested in team games and other activities, as well as for the more athletic types. Several picnics in Bolleswood have been part of the program which seems to have aroused a great deal of enthusiasm among those taking this activity.

NEW GERMAN PROF. ADDED

Prof. Paul Kurts, head of the German department of Wesleyan University, has been invited to give lectures on Goethe to the advanced class in German throughout the coming year. The increased number of students taking the beginning course in German necessitated this action, and the college is very fortunate in securing the services of Prof. Kurts.

"NEWS" TRY-OUTS

Contrary to last week's News the names of the "heelers" will not be published in the paper each week, but will be listed every two or three weeks. The names of those who have been dropped from the competition will be omitted. Those whose names do not appear should see the News Editor to insure against possible typographical errors in the paper. According to custom there will only be one try-out during the year. The competition for upper-classmen will end at Thanksgiving time, while the competition for the Freshmen will not end until the last of the first semester.

Service League Dance
October 15, at Knowlton Salon
Informal

Chesterfield are Milder, They Taste Better

the things smokers want most in a cigarette

IN CHESTERFIELD there is no harshness—no bitterness.
They are made from ripe, sweet Domestic tobaccos and the right amount of Turkish, The taste and aroma are just right.

CHESTERFIELD

© 1932, LEIGHTON & SIEVE TObACCO CO.
PROF. KIP HAS ARTICLE IN "BIRD LORE"

In his recent book entitled The Boy I Kiffed, the author, Professor Kip, makes a reference to the peculiar flight of the chimney swift. He remarks that the bird flies in a zigzag pattern instead of a concurrent wing stroke. Professor Kip discovered some more interesting observations on the chimney swift in his book. In the September-October issue of Bird Lore, Professor Kip makes some further observations on the chimney swift.

Dr. C. W. Townsend states in his Sand Dunes and Salt Marshes that the flight of the chimney swift is an alternate flapping of wings. Myron F. Weston has taken moving pictures of the bird in flight which give an opportunity to observe the motion more clearly. Professor Kip has the theory of rhythmic pause. That is, in any rhythmic movement a terminal pause is necessary to prevent muscular exhaustion. If we realize this, it is easy to understand how the swift has long periods of sitting alternating with periods of rapid wing movement. Professor Kip agrees with Mr. Weston that there is a little wing movement in the wind, and says that the swift must sail, wind or no wind. If the theory of rhythmic pause is true, we will find in photographs more birds with downward or upward pointing wings—assuming that the pause comes at the end of the wing beat. We find that this is true, from pictures that have been taken.

Professor Kip illustrates the pause in flying with the motions in skating. The beginner is clumsy, makes rapid strokes and then glides. The experienced skater, on the other hand, merges the strokes into glides and gives the pause almost imperceptible. The chimney swift is still in the more primitive states as far as flight goes. The movement of the young bird is a "reptilian scramble," and the flight of the adult birds is an early form, the swift is peculiar in its style of flight, and is satisfied to retain the primitive method more or less discarded by the other species.

NEW FACULTY AND STAFF

(Concluded from last issue)

Miss Sechi received her Bachelors degree from New York University in 1931 and her Master of Arts degree in 1932. Miss Chevalier, who was a member of the Connecticut College faculty 1928-29, returns after three years in Paris where she has been instructing in the Mac Jemmet school. Dr. E. D. Diller, now at the College d'Hulst de Ver-sailles and at the Institute Catholique de Paris. She was a member of the faculty of the College d'Hulst de Versailles from 1924-28. Miss Hussey graduated from Mount Holyoke College in 1930.
"Four walls do not a prison make—" but what about chains across the driveways? Try for the chain gang, everyone, and perhaps you'll get a crack at the rock pile.

At this rate striped suits will soon replace hockey tunics. We already have a rogue's gallery down next to the Crown.

We hope the new "four-for-a-dime" photographer won't put Mr. Chidnoff out of business when he comes to take the senior pictures!

And then there was the girl who called hockey her fall sport because she took so many tumbles.

There certainly was "Armed Neutrality" between the sophs and the freshmen during initiation. The frosh appeared to be armed to the teeth.

There was method in the madness of some who got innoculated for typhoid. They grasped their opportunities in view of trips to Europe next summer. Nothing like getting prepared ahead of time.

REV. BOWIE AT VESPERS

Using the story found in John 9:22 telling of Jesus' miracle in healing the blind man, Rev. Russell Bowie of Grace Church, New York City, spoke at Vespers last Sunday evening on "The Dangers of Indecision". This Bible story tells of the man being healed not by any heaven-sent miracle, but merely by the touch of Jesus' hand.

Drawing a parallel with this story, Reverend Bowie pointed out that we today are "spiritually blinded". Our eyes are closed to the true interpretation of the world. There are two groups of men in the world; those who find the pattern of life jumbled and disjointed, and those few who, possessing understanding, have their eyes opened.

We must pass into this second group, said Rev. Bowie. No miracle is needed to accomplish this change, but simply by opening our eyes to Jesus' touch may we take the road to higher understanding, and return saying, "One thing I know, that whereas I was blind, I now see the glory of God in the midst of every-day life."

Women's Neckswears, Hosiery, Underwear and Accessories

THE SPECIALTY SHOP
M. P. Dwyer
 Manufacturers Building
 Telephone 1566